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ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL INSTRUCTIONS.  Bayer, the Bayer Cross and Mirage Stressgard are trademarks of Bayer.

Mirage Stressgard is a powerful 3rd generation DMI fungicide 
with advanced formulation that delivers class-leading disease 
control. From tough root and soil-borne diseases, to persistent 
foliar pathogens, Mirage does it all. And don’t forget about the 
enhanced turf quality and plant health benefits you can expect 
from Stressgard Formulation Technology.
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GIVING YOU TIME TO ACTUALLY ENJOY THE VIEW.
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Your Maritime John Deere Dealer

 www.green-diamond.ca      
John Deere the leaping Deere symbol and the green and 
yellow color scheme are property of Deere and company

Prince Edward Island
Bloomfield, PE 
41 Griffin Drive, Alberton  
902-853-2535
Stratford, PE 
237 Mason Road,  
Stratford 
902-569-2500

Summerside, PE 
15 Locke Shore Road, 
Summerside 
902-436-4244 
800-716-4244 
(toll free)

New Brunswick 
Grand Falls, NB 
99 CN Road, Grand Falls  
506-473-6963
Woodstock, NB 
141 Heller Rd., Woodstock 
506-325-6150 
866-771-3999 (toll free)

Sussex, NB 
70 Aiton Rd., Sussex 
506-432-6470 
866-787-6470 (toll free)
Miramichi, NB 
11413 Route 11, Napan 
506-773-6013

Moncton, NB 
70 Commerce Street, 
Moncton 
506-388-3337 
866-991-3337 (toll free)

Competitively priced, 
quality John Deere 
golf products are 
available at our 14 
locations.

John Deere 

Nova Scotia 
Middleton, NS 
166 Junction Road,  
Middleton 
902-825-3042 
866-379-9428 (toll free)

Kentville, NS 
1105 Hwy 359,  
Kentville 
902-678-5555 
866-898-8370 (toll free)

Halifax, NS 
270 Horseshoe Lake Dr.,  
Halifax 
902-450-0712 
855-450-0712 (toll free)

Upper Onslow, NS 
53 Hub Centre Drive, 
Upper Onslow 
902-662-2516

New Glasgow, NS 
5425 Highway #4,  
New Glasgow 
902-396-4125

Antigonish, NS 
15 Haley Road,  
Antigonish 
902-863-5991

Now in-stock at Green Diamond Equipment!

• AutoTrac™ Guidance System  • Individual nozzle control
• StarFire 6000 receiver, latest in signal processing technology
• Easy to learn 4640 Universal Display

Contact your Green Diamond Equipment 
Golf rep for a demonstration.

GPS PrecisionSprayer
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For more information, contact: 

Walter Dea
Territory Manager

 wdea@aquatrols.com
514-602-8410

Solutions for Every Need and Budget

Aquatrols has been the world leader in soil surfactant 
technology for more than 60 years. Our soil surfactants 
optimize soil moisture and improve irrigation efficiency, 
resulting in significant water and energy savings.

With a full line of soil surfactant products backed  
up by sound science and independent research,  
we offer solutions for every need and budget.  
Contact your local Aquatrols distributor today or  
visit www.aquatrols.com for more information.
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president’s report Caralynn Cullen Truro Golf Club

Now that spring is here, we are starting to see some of 
the damage this past winter has left for us and seeing 
no help from April temps to help with recovery. The 
Atlantic region is not the only place to be hit with 
winter related injury, it has been reported to have 
stretched  into Quebec and parts of Ontario.  Let’s hope 
May will bring better growing temperatures and give 
everyone a chance to have a successful start of the 
2019 golf season.

I am happy to say the Atlantic Conference held in 
Halifax proved to be a great success. Thanks to all the 
delegates who took part and as always to the support 
we received from our corporate members. Thanks to 
our conference chair Bradley Allen and his committee, 
Jim Nix and Sue Crawford for all their hard work 
invested in creating a strong educational program and 
an informational trade show. Happy to announce the 
show will be going back to Charlottetown in 2020.  
Robert Macgregor will take the reins as conference 

chair; Robert already has his committee hard at 
work, scouting out new ideas and speakers for the 
educational program.  

This year the AGSA Scramble will be held in Nova 
Scotia, thanks to John Mills and The Northumberland 
Links Golf Club for being the host site.  The scramble 
is scheduled for Wednesday, August 28th.  More 
information on registration will follow as we get closer 
to the event.   

I’m very happy to announce the board has extended 
Jim Nix’s contract as Executive Director to 2022, I think 
Jim’s dedication to the AGSA speaks for itself.  As we 
move further into the season, I’m looking forward to 
another successful year working with Jim and a very 
talented group of individuals at the board level.   

Caralynn
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Helping your business GROW.
@TurfCareProdCAJoin the conversation: Visit: turfcare.ca

INFINITY Series Golf Sprinklers 

Engineered for today’s challenges. 
Designed for tomorrow’s technologies.

Contact us for additional spring promotions:
 
Jeremy Phillips, Sales & Service Representative
p: 416-347-4601 or 1-800-561-8873   |   e: jeremyp@turfcare.ca

BUY 4 GET 1 FREE!
TORO Infinity Sprinklers, Riserless 
Bodies or Conversion Assemblies

The Easy Choice
WHEN POWER, PERFORMANCE, 
VERSATILITY AND COMFORT MATTER.

Contact your local Turf Care representative to find out more about purchase and lease opportunities:   
Nova Scotia & Newfoundland - Rafuse Golf Cars: 902-825-6582   |   Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick & PEI - Turf Care Products Canada: 1-800-561-8873
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I am sure spring has found its way to you all by now and hopefully your course has come through the winter in great 
shape. The off season certainly offered up a variety of weather across our region as it usually does, but this year the 
differences seemed that much greater depending on where you call home. 

The winter is obviously a time for most of you to catch up on a little R & R and hopefully you were able to do just that. 
It is also a time in many cases to catch up with family, since as we all know, that part of your life does quite often get 
pushed to the back burner a little during those busy summer months. Quite often, the late winter and early spring 
months are spent on continuing education as well, whether it be just for you or for you and your staff. That takes 
many forms, from online courses to webinars, to workshops to conferences and trade shows. 

The AGSA provides a great opportunity with its annual Atlantic Turfgrass Conference & Trade Show and this year’s 
conference was held at the Lord Nelson Hotel and Suites in downtown Halifax. A very popular choice for the 
conference over the past several years, the Lord Nelson does a great job of hosting our event. 

This year’s conference was a good one and we had one of the highest delegate counts over the past 8 years and that 
is certainly a positive sign as we move forward. 

Next year’s event will be held at the Delta Hotel by Marriot in Charlottetown, PEI. The Delta is another great location, 
right in the middle of downtown Charlottetown and the conference committee, this year chaired by your PEI rep, 
Rob McGregor, has already started working on the education program. We would be remiss not to thank all of our 
corporate members for their support of our conference and trade show, with a special thanks to Syngenta, who 
sponsor our education program and make it possible for us to continue to bring in very knowledgeable speakers! 
Thanks Scott and everyone at Syngenta for your continued support.  

Moving toward the summer months, this year’s Atlantic Turfgrass Scramble will be held on Wednesday, August 28th, 
at the Northumberland Links Golf Club on the shores of the Northumberland Strait. Our host superintendent for the 
day will be John Mills.  John holds the dual role of Superintendent/Manager at Northumberland so we look forward 
to what he will have for us both on the course and in the clubhouse! I am sure it will be great. Be sure to enter early 
this year as the event has been a virtual sellout for the past few years now and we may some limitations on the 
number of teams at Northumberland.

I would encourage all of you to think about this magazine. I would encourage you to recognize the advertisers for 
their support of it and secondly I would encourage you to consider writing something for the magazine. We can 
certainly assist you with that, but you need to take that first step and contact us. We all love to read about what our 
colleagues are doing at their courses and you all do have something worth sharing. The other area you can help us 
with is pictures. Virtually all of you carry your phone with you every day. We would love to have some of the photos 
that you take of your course. We can use them on the website or in the magazine. What better way to showcase your 
facility and what you do with it. So please help out with this. It is not an easy task for our editors to come up with 
material and they could use your help. 

I hope you all have a fantastic summer and see you at the Scramble!

Jim Nix, AGS 
Executive Director

From the Desk of the Executive Director



Taking your playing  
conditions to new heights.
That’s intelligent.

Rain Bird innovation gives Desert Mountain total control.  
With six Jack Nicklaus Signature Courses spread across an 8,000-acre property, 

Desert Mountain relies on Rain Bird to deliver consistently exceptional 

playability from course to course. From advanced control features 

like Flo-Manager® to weather stations that help manage the property’s 

microclimates, they have the power to defend their turf with Rain Bird. 

Visit rainbird.com/DefendYourTurf to read the 
full site report, and see how Desert Mountain is 

getting more from their irrigation—and their turf.

Follow us @RainBirdGolf 

Poa annua to Bentgrass or Bentgrass to New Bentgrass
1.      Do not apply a preemergent herbicide before seeding.

2.      Use a growth regulator 1 week before and wait at least 2 weeks after.

3.      Reduce height of cut on existing turf (scalp <0.1 or lower for greens).

4.      Verticut heavily to reduce thatch and further weaken existing turf (can also follow aerification).

5.      Core aerify with largest acceptable tines to create holes and topdress or drag cores to fill holes. Dimple           
      tines, Graden sand inject or spiking have also worked. Key is reduce competition and have seed to soil                
      contact.

6.      Best times for establishment are late spring through the summer into early fall. Seeding dates of 
     June 19, July1, August 17 and 20 were most successful in New Jersey trials and August seeding dates       
     in Indiana.

7.      Seed with bentgrass variety of choice at 1-3 lbs/1000sq. ft. (5 -15 gr/sq. m) and topdress or drag seedin.

8.      Water at least 1 time per day and use wetting agents if needed.

9.      Fertilize lightly with foliar spray after seeds germinate.

10. Keep height of cut low to enable more light to seedlings, reduce competition and encourage spread of 
     new seedlings.

11. Repeat late spring, summer and early fall for at least two years. Take before and after photos so you     
     can see progress.

Desert Forest seeder topdressing.

Bentgrass interseeded into an all Poa annua green.

Irrigation after slit seeder.

SEEDS FOR THE FUTURE
T E C H N I C A L  I N F O R M AT I O N
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Breaking Through Water Repellency
Provided by Walter Dea, Aquatrols 
Implementation of soil surfactants in the golf season is a great way to manage water movement which maintains 
robust turf health at the top level of the rootzone. What happens when water, either irrigated or from rainfall, can’t 
get through that top layer? This is most commonly referred to as water repellency.

Causes of Water Repellency

Hydrophobicity in the soil profile is a wax-like coating that accumulates on 
soil particle and is a byproduct of organic matter decomposition. It can also 
be caused by plant root exudates and fungal hyphae and is exacerbated by 
wet/dry cycles.

Water repellency causes water movement problems in two different ways: 

1) at the surface, it impedes water’s movement into the soil, sitting on top 
and evaporating or running off, and 

2) below the surface it can also disrupt water’s ability to move freely through 
the rootzone. This results in uneven distribution of water (and anything it 
carries with it) and can also lead to preferential flow patterns where the 
water takes the “easy way” through the soil, straight down past the roots.

Signs and Consequences

On the golf course, this translates to localized dry spots, 
irregular shaped patches suffering from drought stress, 
or puddles of surface water (aside from those resulting 
from saturated soils due to heavy rains or faulty 
irrigation). In and around sloped areas, hydrophobic soil 
could cause runoff of both water and nutrients to pool 
in low areas.

If water repellency is preventing water from moving 
effectively through your soils, it’s preventing water-
soluble nutrients and other applied materials from 
moving effectively too. This not only prevents your turf 
from uniformly getting what it needs, but also increases 
the potential for loss of expensive inputs and can have a 
negative environmental impact.

Combatting Water-Repellency from the Top Down

If signs of water-repellency emerge, surfactants can 
help break through the surface and deliver water and 
nutrients throughout the entire rootzone. In a 2013 
survey funded by the USGA, more than 90 percent of 

superintendents reported the use of surfactants in 
their agronomic programs. Applying a wetting agent 
reduces runoff and becomes cost effective as you save 
water, fertilizer, and other resources. Throughout the 
years, research has shown that surfactants improve the 
efficiency of water use on sand-based greens.

Broad-use surfactants allow water to penetrate the 
soil surface quickly and filter down into the soil profile, 
reducing loss to runoff and evaporation. More specialized 
surfactants can help to spot treat localized dry spots that 
begin on the surface – helping to reverse the effects of 
water repellency and promote quick recovery. 

Staying Out Ahead of Water Repellency

In addition to adding soil surfactants to your turf 
maintenance program (both proactively and reactively), 
keep track of where problem areas occur year after 
year. It is to note that along with water repellency 
issues, stubbornly reoccurring dry spots can also be an 
indicator of poor irrigation coverage or a larger problem 
beneath the soil.

Depending on the location, type of repellency (localized or generalized) and the severity of the problem, there are 
different types of surfactant formulations to choose from. Your distributor can help you choose the right one for 
your situation.
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As I put ink to paper and watch the snow fall, it is hard to think spring has sprung, but it has indeed sprung, perhaps 
with a little sag this week along with 15 cm of snow in some areas.

As we look forward to a new season and all the spring activities that keep us busy making greens playable, fairways 
green and stripped, bunkers filled and raked, and oh yes starting the pump station and charging up the irrigation 
system.  

I felt it might be fitting to pull some notes from an older Irrigation Corner and cover some key points which should 
be practiced every year during startup.

Depending on pump type whenever possible check to make sure everything is free and easy to move by hand 
before operating anything under power. Check all power boxes for winter residents before turning on the electricity. 
Mouse urine can cause major problems on printed circuit boards and this can lead to shorts especially in VFDs or 
satellite controllers. Mouse nests can also lead to fires in control boxes. 

If there was any unrepaired damage from last season or the blow out process, make sure these are repaired prior 
to startup. Also make sure all greens and tees are isolated from the main system so you are only charging up 
mainlines first, and keep drain-valves in each section open so any dirt can be flushed out and all air release valves 
are operational. 

Charge only one section at a time starting closest to the pump source and working outward.  Once each section 
has been charged and all the air has been removed by using turf valves or sprinklers on the mainline move onto 
the next section and repeat the process.  Repair any leaks immediately even if they are small and leave the system 
operational.  If water is escaping, dirt then can enter and you could be pushing dirt further into the system.  

Once the system is fully charged and all the air has been pushed out by the water in the mainlines, start to charge 
up tees and greens. Again make sure there is something open before filling with water so there is an escape route 
for the air.  

Important tip, air can be pushed out of the system with water provided there is always an escape route. Damage 
occurs when air is trapped and then compressed by the weight of the water, this action will allow pressure to build 
from the force of the water.  Pressures well beyond the safe operating levels of the system, can easily be reached 
resulting in minor to major damage including personal injure.  NEVER STAND DIRECTLY OVER OR LOOK DIRECTLY 
DOWN AT ANY SPRINKLER WHEN IT IS BEING ACTIVATED.

Once tees and greens are operational and all air has been vented from the system do a visual audit of every sprinkler, 
check for leaks, poor performance, plugged or damaged nozzles, tilted or unlevel heads, as well as improper height 
to grade.  

Wishing everyone a great start-up and a green spring. 

Barry Stone CGIA 

IRRIGATION CORNER



Attendees taking in presentation

Executive Director Jim Nix pretending to listen to President Caralynn Cullen

Hazeltine's Chris Tritabaugh presenting

Turf Fuel's Steve Loveday presenting

Jim Abraham on climate change

Matt Blackburn thanking Chris Tritabaugh

Matt Blackburn thanking Dr. Kreuser

AGSA Conference & Awards Banquet



Attendees taking in presentation

Executive Director Jim Nix pretending to listen to President Caralynn Cullen

AGSA Conference & Awards Banquet

Our 2018 Alvin Rowledge Bursary Award winner, Rylee Collins, 
with our 2018 Jack Fairhurst AGSA Superintendent of the Year 
Award winner Kris Currie, Superintendent at  Countryview Golf 
Club in Fairview, PEI

Kris receiving his award from Mark Perry, Superintendent at 
Glasgow Hills Golf Club

Proud Parents - Rylee with her dad, Steven Collins, 
Superintendent at Hartlen Point Golf Club, near Halifax, NS, 
and her mom Tracy.

AGSA Roundtable - Moderator Mike Deyoung, Superintendent at Glen Arbour Golf 
Course in Hammonds Plains, NS, with Panelists, Pascal Richard, Superintendent at 
Fox Creek Golf Club, in Dieppe, NB, Kris Currie and Erik MacPherson, Superinten-
dent at the Abercrombie Country Club in New Glasgow, NS.

AGSA Awards Banquet
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A key yoga lesson which has stayed with me over the 
years is that of support. A wise teacher once explained 
that when doing a pose, the primary source of strength 
doesn’t always come from the main body part you 
would assume it would. Instead, much of the strength 
and stability comes from the surrounding cast of limbs 
and muscles. They are the support staff and when you 
activate these seemingly unrelated parts, the pose 
becomes achievable. 

This key lesson has been on my mind lately when 
contemplating our lives as Greenkeepers. When you 
think of your course, or, even more specifically, a green 
that might be struggling, it can be easy to assume you 
automatically know the source of the problem. But often 
the solution to a nagging issue can be a combination of 
seemingly unrelated factors. Things like air movement, 
shade, nutrition, compaction relief, or any other of a 
host of cultural practices can act as supports working 
together to improve the situation and provide relief.

 ...often the solution to a nagging issue can be 
a combination of seemingly unrelated factors.

What if you apply this same idea to your personal lives? 
If you are suffering, what are the support systems that 
you can look to that for help? What types of cultural 
practices can you rely on to help with your personal 
well being? Do you reach for the quick fix (insert snake 
oil jug of magical elixir)? Or do you have a dependable 
network of resources you can call on when we need to?

What does your network look like? Here are a few that 
have helped me over the years…

Physical Well Being – How are things for you physically? 
Do you take care of your temple? Exercise of any kind 
will do, along with getting any nagging issues taken 
care of. It’s really easy for us to let our physical health 
slide when we are in the throes of the season, but if our 
bodies are working properly it can go a long way to 
helping you deal with the rigors of the gig.

Mental Well Being – Do you make regular visits with 
yourself? If so, are you good friends with that person? 
A lot of us do better caring for the physical part, but 
completely neglect our mental wellness. If we are 
tending our inner faculties on a constant basis, then 
we stand a much better chance of living a healthier 
life overall. If we instead choose to pretend that we are 
“always fine” then it’s just a matter of time before the 
house of cards topples.

Taking care of our inner well being can take many forms. 
We can have hobbies, we can practice some form of 
meditation or “personal quiet time”, attend to ourselves 
spiritually, or anything at all that takes us inside and 
fosters a positive relationship with whom and what we 
discover.

 When you are vulnerable enough to realize that you are 
not an island, you can develop the courage necessary to 
ask for help.

Support System

The practice of yoga has always fascinated me. The breath work, the mind/body connection, and the way it 
can absolutely destroy you without you leaving your mat.  Yoga has had a profound effect on my body and 
my well being.

Paul MacCormack - The Mindful Superintendent



Family – We can’t always choose the personalities 
which comprise our families, but we can choose how 
we interact with them. Taking care to focus on family 
well being and the quality of our relationships can be 
a key part of our support structure. Often times our 
families are unintentionally sacrificed for our courses. 
No superintendent job is more important than your 
family. Make it so, and you will be lucky to have them 
there when you arrive home.  This job is a challenging 
one but having a supportive family unit can make a 
world of difference. 

Friends – Like family, having a network of friends 
that you can rely on is paramount. Nowhere is this 
more evident than when you have a solid group of 
superintendents you can call on when things are tough. 
As a group, Greenkeepers have an amazing amount of 
empathy and knowledge to share with each other so 
make sure you tap that resource. No one understands 
what you are facing better than a good friend who 
has been through the same thing. Sometimes a 
good venting session is all that’s required to set your 

perspective right again. It’s also very helpful to have a 
stable of non-turf related friends. Supers have a funny 
habit of getting completely absorbed in the world 
of growing grass, so it can be mighty helpful to have 
friends who bring you back to the outside world from 
time to time. 

These and other support systems can go a long way 
to ensuring that Greenkeepers are not only successful 
in their workplaces, but also healthy human beings. 
When you are vulnerable enough to realize that you are 
not an island, you can develop the courage necessary 
to ask for help. And before long you will realize that 
you are holding a yoga pose that you might have once 
thought impossible thanks to your supports.

Thanks so much for reading.
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I have spent the last three days attending the Club Car 
Service Course in Charlottetown. Veseys Equipment puts 
this course on every second spring in Charlottetown, 
and I always find these courses very helpful. The 
instructor has a great way of getting his message across 
in a way that the whole room seems to understand.

Yesterday I was driving home trying to figure out why 
his teaching method is so effective and it dawned on 
me. He keeps it very basic and informative. He doesn’t 
give you a lot of useless knowledge and facts that you 
will never use. And because you aren’t burdened with 
that useless knowledge and trivia, you can concentrate 
on the important things he is telling you. Things that 
will help you do your job better.

The same thing applies to grinding reels. Research has 
proven that sharp reels are one of the most important 
factors in healthy turf. There are apps, and tools and 
techniques you can use and lot’s of theories which 
are great, but don’t forget one of the oldest and truest 
methods of setting up sharp reels! Cutting paper!

What the reel does to your paper is what it is doing to 
your grass. If after cutting, the paper is rough and torn 
looking, it’s time to grind. If you find you have to set up 
your reel for heavy reel to bedknife contact to cut the 
paper, your reels are dull and it’s time to grind. And the 
heavy contact will quickly make a bad situation worse.

When you think about it, heavy reel to bedknife means 
you are banging two metal edges together, violently 
and repeatedly. And setting things tighter is not going 
to make things sharper. If you hit a pair of dull scissors 
with a hammer and they don’t become sharp, a bigger 
hammer isn’t the answer. Ideally, you should be able to 
set up the reels for light or no contact, and they should 
cut paper smoothly and cleanly.

Good communication with your superintendent is also 
a simple thing and can save a lot of time and prevent 
frustration. If you know your reels are getting to the 
point where they need to be sharpened you should 
check with your Superintendent to see what their 
topdressing plans are in the near future.

As we all know, top dressing is the death of sharp reels. 
There is nothing Nothing worse than getting your reels 
all sharpened up and find out they are top dressing 
the next day. I am lucky to have great communication 
with our superintendent and it makes for a productive 
sharpening schedule .

Let The Paper Give You The News
I hope everyone made it through this long, icy,windy winter in fine form!! It’s the first of April and the snow 
and ice (and ice and ice) have finally cleared off our greens. We had a few anxious days looking at heavy ice 
cover in March, but once it left, the greens all ended up looking great. The force was with us this spring. I 
hope all of you have had the same success over the winter.



If you are lucky enough to have a spare set of old green mower heads install eight blade reels in them . They will 
hold their edge a lot better when mowing after top dressing . If you have the Toro SPA heads you can even get a five 
blade reel . We have a set that we run in the spring . This has cut the amount of grinding we have to do during spring 
clean up nearly in half .

I know I mention this every spring but it is important especially after a winter 
like this with fluctuating temperatures. Our fuel storage tanks will be full of 
condensation. Make sure you put a additive in. The automotive stores have 
a lot of great products. If you would like a my personal preference shoot 
me off a pm on my twitter account .

I have spent the last week going through gear changing oil and all the 
filters and giving it the once over. I found a lot of small problems. Dirty 
connections, small leaks , cracked hoses etc. The more of this stuff we can 
get fixed up before the busy season the better .

They are calling for a hot summer so may your golf courses and your beer mugs be full!!

Jamie Matheson
Head Mechanic
Brudenell River / Dundarave golf courses

Service Tips

1-866-455-8873
www.veseysequipment.com

        
    

TORO OUTCROSS 9060 
The four-wheel drive Toro Outcross 9060 is the first

machine of its kind to be exclusively built for management
of fine turf. Its balanced design, and four-wheel steer 

make it gentle on turf with no need for front
counterweights. Intuitive driving controls like one-action

controls, cruise control, and shuttle shifting make the
Outcross 9060 easy-to-use regardless of experience level.
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Wetting agent: “Any compound 
that causes a liquid to spread 
more easily across or pene- 

trate into the surface of a solid by 
reducing the surface tension of the 
liquid.” 

Today’s golf course superintendent 
has a dizzying array of wetting agent 
products available to purchase. As a 
general class of turf care products, 
wetting agents are one of the more 
frequently used on golf courses. Com- 
mon sense would suggest that not 
every surfactant or wetting agent is the 
same. Ironically, all of our turf care 
fungicides, herbicides, and insecticides 
are organized into their own classifica-
tions, i.e., the DMI fungicides, the 
strobilurins, the phosphites, etc. 
Wouldn’t it be nice if we could also 
group wetting agents and surfactants 
into the appropriate category of the 
different chemistries from which they 
are derived? That is the purpose of this 
article. 

Over the years, there has been a 
gradual change in the type of soils 
used for golf course construction and 
maintenance. We have evolved from 
using the old, blended topsoils of years 
ago (typical manufactured topsoils 
were 1-1-1 by volume mixes of sand, 
soil, and peat) to near straight sand 
soils used today. Sandier soils are 
used for the construction of greens 
and tees and even sand capping of 
fairways. The same sandier soils are 
used for topdressing of these areas as 
well. Sands have replaced soils. That’s 
the bottom line. Sandy soils tend to 
naturally be, or become, hydrophobic 
(water repelling) in contrast to topsoils, 
which are less so inclined. 

One of the most frequently asked 
questions of USGA Green Section 
agronomists is, “Which is the best 
wetting agent product to use?” In a 
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Diagnosing localized dry spot and hydrophobic dry patch in the field can be 
relatively straightforward, especially when noting dew patterns on the grass. 
Where dew exists, there is good soil moisture. By contrast, only a few inches 
away, there is no dew on the turf. It is time to test the areas using a soil probe.  
See next image. The grass is “talking to you.”

Areas without dew are powder 
dry (on left) whereas samples 
taken in the adjacent area with 
dew shows good soil moisture. 
The powdery dry soil is 
hydrophobic, or water repelling. 
No amount of water will rewet 
the dry area. A wetting agent is 
needed, preferably in 
combination with some form of 
surface aeration, to rewet the 
soil, control turf wilt (and 
decline), to save labor in hand 
watering, and to improve turf 
appearance and playability.

Understanding The Different 
Wetting Agent Chemistries
A surfactant is a wetting agent but a wetting agent may not be a surfactant. surprised?
BY STANLEY J. ZONTEK AND DR. STANLEY J. KOSTKA

Green Section Record Vol. 50 (15)
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word, it “depends.” Specifically, it 
depends upon what you want that 
product to accomplish. Is it to rewet  
a dry, water-repelling soil as the result 
of isolated dry spot development? Is  
it to prevent isolated dry spots from 
developing in the first place? Is it to 
make, “water wetter” as an injectable 
material into your golf course’s irri-
gation system to try to move water 
through the soil? Is it to improve irri- 
gation efficiency and turf performance 
using less water? Is it to use wetting 
agents (rightly or wrongly) as a spray 
adjuvant when applying herbicides, 
insecticides, growth regulators, or 
fungicides? Is it to improve rootzone 
placement of soil-directed pesticides 
and fertilizers or to reduce their leach- 
ing? These are not easy questions to 
answer because, again, there are so 
many different wetting agent/soil 
surfactant chemistries available to our 
industry. Note: While a wetting agent is 
a surfactant, it only wets. A surfactant 
can do more than just wet a dry soil.

SOIL SURFACTANTS - 101
Soil surfactant products are made with 
several different classes of surfactant 
chemistries. These classes of chem-
istry have molecules with different 
structures and therefore they have 

different modes of action in how they 
interact with water and soil. This article 
will discuss the different classes of 
surfactant chemistries and their vary- 
ing molecular structures. By defining 
the capability of each class of surfac-
tant chemistry and defining which class 
or classes of surfactant chemistry 
each particular soil surfactant product 
contains, golf course superintendents 
will better understand the best product 
to use to address their particular 
management problem. 

Note: This article is not intended to 
recommend one product over another. 
All wetting agents/surfactants have 
specific uses. The goal is to provide 
information to better understand these 
products, which allows the end users, 
golf course superintendents, to decide 
which product best fits their needs. 

SURFACTANT CHEMISTRIES
In no special order of priority.

1. Anionic and Blends with 
Anionics. Anionic wetting agents are 
negatively charged surfactants. They 
can offer fast wetting but, depending 
upon application rate, can be phytotoxic 
to turf. Because of their negative ionic 
charge, anionics can cause dispersion 
of clay particles, which can negatively 

impact soil structure in fine-textured 
native soils. In the agricultural chemical 
industry, these compounds are often 
used to aid in the dispersion of clays in 
flowable or suspension concentrate 
formulations. Sometimes referred to  
as “old chemistries,” anionic wetting 
agents were introduced into the turf 
care market in the 1950s. 

Commercially available anionic 
blends include: AquaAid, Naiad, 
Penterra, and Prevade.

2. Nonionic Surfactants.

2-1. Polyoxyethylene (POE) 
Surfactants. A POE (also referred to 
as alkylphenol ethoxylate, or APE) are 
also “old chemistry” wetting agents. 
The original AquaGro contained a 
POE. Like the anionic group of surfac-
tants, POEs also can be phytotoxic to 
fine turf when used in some situations. 
POEs were originally developed to 
correct localized dry areas, so they do 
help treat water repellency, but not 
nearly as well as newer chemistry 
wetting agents that were developed 
and introduced in the 1990s. This 
class of chemistry can enhance water 
movement into the soil. The original 
products in this category were intro-
duced as turf management tools in 
1954.
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(Left) Note the dew pattern on this wetting agent and soil surfactant test area. While a wetting agent is a surfactant, it only 
wets. A surfactant can do more than just rewet the soil. (Right) Dry spots and uneven wetting can be a problem on any area of 
the golf course, including greens, tees, roughs, and, in this case, a fairway. While all soil types can become hydrophobic, 
sandier soils (which inherently hold less water anyway) seem to have the most severe problems. While there is a trend 
towards “firm, dry, and fast,” there are situations where turf suffers permanent wilt. Turf loss is the result, especially when golf 
carts drive through wilting grass. Wetting agents and soil surfactants can be used to rewet the area, allow for more even soil 
wetting over time, and keep the problem from reoccurring in the future.

Green Section Record Vol. 50 (15)
July 20, 2012
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Commercially available POEs 
wetting agents include: APSA-80, 
E-ZWet, FloThru, Injector, Lesco Wet, 
Mizer, One Putt, PenMaxx, Surfside, 
Water-in, and Wet-Sol.

2-2. Block Co-Polymer Surfactants. 
This class of wetting agent chemistry 
is the most commonly used in the turf 
care market today. These compounds 
are significantly safer to fine turf than 
POEs and are very effective in reduc-
ing soil water repellency and improving 
soil water content and plant-available 
water. Two basic chemical structures 
are used: 

Straight Block Co-Polymers. Field 
observations show enhanced water 
movement in the soil and can be 
helpful in leaching programs.

Commercially available straight 
block co-polymers include: Brilliance, 
Capacity, Cascade Plus, Conduit 90, 

Hydro-Wet, LescoFlo Ultra, Remain, 
and Sixteen90. Injectable formulations 
of Straight Block Co-Polymer wetting 
agents include: Drench, Duplex, 
Fairway ISP, InfilTRx, IrriCure, 
Syringe, UniWet, and UniWet 25.

Reverse Block Co-Polymers. Field 
observations show enhanced moisture 
retention in the rootzone, which can be 
particularly helpful in soils that do not 
hold much water. Some companies 
have referred to the compounds as 
“retention-type surfactants.” These 
materials were introduced into our 
industry in 1995.

Commercially available reverse 
block co-polymers include: Primer 
Select, Magnus, ReLoad, Rely II, 
Respond 3, Retain, TriCure AD,  
and TriCure Micro.

Blends of Straight and Reverse 
Block Co-Polymers. Industry scientists 
have attempted to find ways to exploit 

the characteristics of the respective 
surfactant chemistries. Research con- 
ducted by Aquatrols on the blended 
block co-polymer product Aqueduct 
showed that the blend was more effec- 
tive in correcting localized dry spots 
and improving turf quality than either 
the straight or reverse block co-
polymer used alone. To date, this 
blend remains the standard by which 
all experimental formulations are 
compared in Aquatrols internal 
research.

Commercially available products 
based on blends of these two block 
co-polymer categories include: 
Aqueduct, Resurge, and ReWet. 

Note: “Field blends” of different wet- 
ting agent chemistries are becoming 
more commonly used. That is, two or 
more wetting agents/soil surfactants 
are tankmixed to try to achieve rewet-
ting, retention, and moving excess 
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A wilt and dew pattern on a sand-based tee. With sandier soils, water management always is a challenge, especially during 
hot and dry weather.
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water through the soil profile. Such 
blends are typically recommended by 
company technical advisors.

2-3. Alkyl Polyglucoside Surfactants 
are made from a sugar molecule 
reacted with a fatty acid and are con- 
sidered naturally derived surfactants 
(but not to be confused with organic). 
Like many surfactants, alkyl polygluco-
sides can reduce soil water repellency. 
However, when blended with a block 
co-polymer surfactant, these formula-
tions have been shown to increase 
infiltration more than either wetting 
agent component alone. This phenome- 
non of synergistic surfactant wetting 
activity, the first such activity reported 
for soil wetting agents, has resulted in 
patents being granted on this tech-
nology in the U.S. and globally. This 

blend of wetting agent chemistries 
improves water penetration rates 
through the soil compared to straight 
block co-polymer products. These 
materials seem to improve water 
availability in the rootzone for better 
growing conditions and enhanced 
irrigation efficiency. Independent 
university research has demonstrated 
that treatment resulted in improved 
plant-available water and turf quality 
even when irrigation inputs were 
reduced to less than 50% evapotranspi- 
ration (ET) replacement. This chemistry 
was introduced in 2000.

Commercially available alkyl poly-
glucoside and straight block co-poly- 
mers include: Dispatch Injectable, 
Dispatch Sprayable, and Tournament-
Ready. Note: Tournament-Ready con- 
tains a blend of alkyl polyglucoside, 

standard and reverse block co-polymer. 
Tournament-Ready imparts multiple 
modes of action by making use of 
three different types of surfactants.

2-4. Modified Methyl Capped Block 
Co-Polymer. This class of wetting 
agent is a patented variation of the 
block co-polymer class. The structure 
of the molecule was modified by 
replacing -OH terminal groups with 
-CH

3
 (methyl) caps. This small change 

in molecule structure modified the 
hydophilicity of the terminal groups. 
The -OH groups are hydrophilic, or 
water loving, while the CH

3
 (methyl 

groups) are hydrophobic, or water 
repelling. As a result, the methyl 
groups impart a small hydrophobic 
characteristic to the terminal groups. 
This modification changes how the 
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“Firm, dry, and fast” conditions are good for golf, but it is a challenge for the golf course superintendent to find ways to use 
water as efficiently and effectively as possible while avoiding excessive dryness, which can damage the turf, especially under 
cart traffic, as this image clearly shows. Wetting agents and soil surfactants can be important management tools to achieve 
this goal, whether they are sprayed onto the turf or injected into irrigation systems.

Green Section Record Vol. 50 (15)
July 20, 2012
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A wilt and dew pattern on a sand-based tee. With sandier soils, water management always is a challenge, especially during 
hot and dry weather.
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“Firm, dry, and fast” conditions are good for golf, but it is a challenge for the golf course superintendent to find ways to use 
water as efficiently and effectively as possible while avoiding excessive dryness, which can damage the turf, especially under 
cart traffic, as this image clearly shows. Wetting agents and soil surfactants can be important management tools to achieve 
this goal, whether they are sprayed onto the turf or injected into irrigation systems.
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surfactant attaches with the hydro-
phobic coatings that cause water 
repellency. This results in thinner, more 
continuous films of water around soil 
particles and surfaces of organic 
matter, which balances air-to-water 
ratios in the soil for (hopefully) a better 
growing environment in the soil. Field 
testing has demonstrated a diversity of 
benefits in soil water availability, turf 
performance, and turf stress tolerance. 
This chemistry, granted patents in the 
U.S. and globally, was introduced into 
our industry in 2004.

The sole commercially available 
modified methyl capped block co-
polymer wetting agent is sold under 
the brand name Revolution.

2-5. Humic Substance Redistribu-
tion Molecules. This class of wetting 
aids was patented by Milliken & Co. 
and introduced to the turf industry by 
Aqua-Aid in 2003. These molecules 
allow water penetration through the 
soil profile by disrupting the hydro-
phobic supramolecular humic associ-
ations, most prevalent in the top one to 
two centimeters (0.40 to 0.80 of an 
inch) of the soil, which led to localized 
dry spots. Reduction in size of the 
large hydrophobic associations into 
smaller, more soluble conformations 
results in increased water penetration 
and allows for redistribution of these 
“smaller compounds” from the surface, 
where they cause water management 

issues, through the soil profile, where 
they may be beneficial to moisture 
control. 

Examples of these compounds are 
found in the OARS® product line.

2-6. Multibranched Regenerating 
Wetting Agents. These molecules 
differ from the traditional linear co-
polymer molecules in that they are 
much higher in molecular weight and 
have multiple interactive sites, such 
that each branch is essentially a wet- 
ting agent in itself. Branching, coupled 
with higher molecule weight, not only 
increases the interaction between the 
wetting agent and the soil, but also 
affects the biodegradation profile. As 
one branch is removed via biodegrada-
tion, a new lower molecular weight 
surface active species is regenerated 
to continue to manage the water in the 
soil profile.The use of these molecules 
on turfgrass was patented in 2005 by 
Milliken & Co. Examples of these 
compounds are found in PBS-150® 
and the OARS® product line.

3. Cationic Surfactants. This group 
of surfactants is not commonly used 
as soil wetting agents due to their 
strong biocidal activity. Many of these 
compounds are effective disinfectants 
and may be particularly aggressive to 
plant tissues, resulting in severe plant 
damage when applied at rates effective 
for water repellency mitigation. As a 

positively charged molecule, they 
tightly bind to soil particles and have 
been reported to cause treated soils to 
become more water repellent when 
used repeatedly. To the best of our 
knowledge, no cationic surfac tants are 
sold as soil wetting agents in our 
industry.

4. New Chemistries. There will no 
doubt be new wetting agents/surfac-
tants and blends available to our 
industry in the future. The ability to 
modify and manage water more effi- 
ciently and more effectively continues 
to be a long-term goal. Equally, new 
products will no doubt be developed 
that will allow for more even wetting of 
the soil and more efficient use of water 
in that soil, while better managing 
ongoing problems with fairy rings, 
isolated dry spots, and poor soils.  
Stay current.

MANAGEMENT
One major management topic not 
discussed in this article has been how 
wetting agents and soil surfactants are 
managed and used. Oftentimes, these 
products are added as spray adjuvants, 
“just because.” This creates a whole 
new set of interactions that are difficult 
to measure. For instance, does a little 
extra wetting agent in the tank aid in 
fungicide placement or compromise 
fungicide effectiveness? These are all 
good topics to discuss with your com- 
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(Left) Turf loss due to localized dry spots, or LDS. The solution is a wetting agent or soil surfactant program that allows the 
grass to recover and to keep the problem from reoccurring in the future. See next image. (Right) Complete recovery. LDS has 
not reoccurred due to adjustments in the way the turf is managed using wetting agents and soil surfactants.
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pany technical representative, supplier, 
and USGA agronomists. 

How best to manage irrigation is 
another important management topic. 
Specifically, if your goal is to rewet a 
dry, hydrophobic soil, it is best to 
prepare the area with some form of 
surface aeration, pre-wet the area, 
apply the wetting agent or soil 
surfactant, and water it into the soil 
profile. For maximum efficiency and 
effectiveness in this case, it is best not 
to let the wetting agent dry. Rather, 
water it in rapidly and liberally. The 
addition of other products could there- 
fore compromise the action of those 
materials either by too much water or 
compromise the wetting agent/surfac- 
tant product by not using enough 
water. Again, when in doubt, ask for 
advice.

In preparing this article, almost 
every contributor made the following 
point: With the wetting agent options 
we have today, you either treat the 
water or treat the soil. There are 
different wetting agent chemistries to 
solve whatever problem you may have. 
Also, the wetting agents and soil 
surfactants available today are much 
more sophisticated than the products 
used years ago. In the “good old days” 
of turfgrass management, we used to 
add a quart of wetting agents to every 
spray tank. We have come a long way 
since then. 

Wetting agent and soil surfactant 
products are used in many ways and 
for many different reasons on golf 
courses today. It is important to think 
about what you are trying to accomplish 
when applying any turf care products, 
including wetting agents and soil sur- 
factants. READ THE LABEL. If your 
questions are not answered, contact 
the company. It is a call or email worth 
making to ensure the product you are 
using is being properly applied.

FINAL THOUGHTS
Still awake? As you can see, this 
article is technical in nature. Most of us 
are not chemists. We rely on research 
results from our state universities 
along with field trials of side-by-side 
product comparisons, testimonials from 
fellow golf course superintendents who 
have used these products, and product 

information from technical representa-
tives of the companies who formulate, 
develop, produce, and sell wetting 
agents and soil surfactants. This 
information (hopefully) allows all of us 
to make informed decisions on which 
wetting agent chemistry helps solve 
the problems you have, as it pertains 
to soil water repellency, enhanced soil 
moisture retention (or not), the preven-
tion of isolated dry spots, or the treat- 
ment of dry patch and fairy ring once 
they develop. One key thing to remem-
ber is to ask your sales representative 
for research reports on field evaluations 
of the product. That third-party con-
firmatory testing is the only way to 
ensure you can count on a product  
to do what is claimed.

In summary, there are many 
different wetting agent and surfactant 
compounds and chemistries available. 
Hopefully, by knowing some of the 
strengths and weaknesses of the 
various commercially available 
products, the right choice can be made 
by you, the consumer, on which 
product to purchase and use.

DISCLAIMER
All the information contained in this 
article comes from the best possible 
knowledge available at the time of 
writing. We apologize if a product was 

not mentioned, if a product is mis-
categorized, or if a product is no longer 
available. At least the superintendent 
will know which question to ask the 
next time a representative tries to sell 
a wetting agent or surfactant. You can 
ask, “Is it a straight or reverse block 
co-polymer? A modified methyl 
capped co-polymer? An APE or a 
POE? By the way, are your wetting 
agents anionic or cationic?”

STANLEY J. KOSTKA is Director of 
Technology and Business Develop-
ment for Aquatrols Corporation of 
America. He has spent nearly 20 years 
working in the area of understanding 
how surfactants can be used to man- 
age soil water repellency and improve 
water use and produc tivity in turfgrass, 
ornamentals, and agricultural crops. 
He holds 13 patents relating to novel 
surfactant technologies and agri-
chemical formulations. Stan received 
his Ph.D. in plant pathology from the 
University of Massachusetts, an M.S. 
in plant science from the University of 
Connecticut, and a B.A. in biology 
from the College of the Holy Cross 
(Mass.).

RANDY D. PETREA, reviewing author, 
is a senior chemist at Milliken Chemical 
with over 23 years of experience in 
surfactant design, synthesis, and for- 
mulation of new products for various 
industry segments. He holds 10 
patents, six of which relate to the use 
of novel soil surfactants for moisture 
management. He received an M.S. in 
analytical chemistry from the Univer-
sity of Tennessee - Knoxville and a 
B.S. in chemistry from Pfeiffer College 
(N.C.). We thank Randy for his input.

STANLEY J. ZONTEK is the director of 
the USGA’s Mid-Atlantic Region. He 
formerly served as director of the 
North-Central and Northeastern 
Regions during his tenure with the 
USGA Green Section. Stanley joined 
the Green Section in February 1971 
and is a graduate of Penn State 
University. He is the USGA’s longest 
tenured employee. He is old enough to 
remember the earliest wetting agent 
chemistries, which are no longer 
available!
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A stylized view of what a branched 
wetting agent molecule looks like. 
Surprised? There is a whole lot more 
to selecting a wetting agent or 
surfactant than the average person 
might know. It is a complicated 
science. (Image courtesy of  
Milliken & Co.)
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surfactant attaches with the hydro-
phobic coatings that cause water 
repellency. This results in thinner, more 
continuous films of water around soil 
particles and surfaces of organic 
matter, which balances air-to-water 
ratios in the soil for (hopefully) a better 
growing environment in the soil. Field 
testing has demonstrated a diversity of 
benefits in soil water availability, turf 
performance, and turf stress tolerance. 
This chemistry, granted patents in the 
U.S. and globally, was introduced into 
our industry in 2004.

The sole commercially available 
modified methyl capped block co-
polymer wetting agent is sold under 
the brand name Revolution.

2-5. Humic Substance Redistribu-
tion Molecules. This class of wetting 
aids was patented by Milliken & Co. 
and introduced to the turf industry by 
Aqua-Aid in 2003. These molecules 
allow water penetration through the 
soil profile by disrupting the hydro-
phobic supramolecular humic associ-
ations, most prevalent in the top one to 
two centimeters (0.40 to 0.80 of an 
inch) of the soil, which led to localized 
dry spots. Reduction in size of the 
large hydrophobic associations into 
smaller, more soluble conformations 
results in increased water penetration 
and allows for redistribution of these 
“smaller compounds” from the surface, 
where they cause water management 

issues, through the soil profile, where 
they may be beneficial to moisture 
control. 

Examples of these compounds are 
found in the OARS® product line.

2-6. Multibranched Regenerating 
Wetting Agents. These molecules 
differ from the traditional linear co-
polymer molecules in that they are 
much higher in molecular weight and 
have multiple interactive sites, such 
that each branch is essentially a wet- 
ting agent in itself. Branching, coupled 
with higher molecule weight, not only 
increases the interaction between the 
wetting agent and the soil, but also 
affects the biodegradation profile. As 
one branch is removed via biodegrada-
tion, a new lower molecular weight 
surface active species is regenerated 
to continue to manage the water in the 
soil profile.The use of these molecules 
on turfgrass was patented in 2005 by 
Milliken & Co. Examples of these 
compounds are found in PBS-150® 
and the OARS® product line.

3. Cationic Surfactants. This group 
of surfactants is not commonly used 
as soil wetting agents due to their 
strong biocidal activity. Many of these 
compounds are effective disinfectants 
and may be particularly aggressive to 
plant tissues, resulting in severe plant 
damage when applied at rates effective 
for water repellency mitigation. As a 

positively charged molecule, they 
tightly bind to soil particles and have 
been reported to cause treated soils to 
become more water repellent when 
used repeatedly. To the best of our 
knowledge, no cationic surfac tants are 
sold as soil wetting agents in our 
industry.

4. New Chemistries. There will no 
doubt be new wetting agents/surfac-
tants and blends available to our 
industry in the future. The ability to 
modify and manage water more effi- 
ciently and more effectively continues 
to be a long-term goal. Equally, new 
products will no doubt be developed 
that will allow for more even wetting of 
the soil and more efficient use of water 
in that soil, while better managing 
ongoing problems with fairy rings, 
isolated dry spots, and poor soils.  
Stay current.

MANAGEMENT
One major management topic not 
discussed in this article has been how 
wetting agents and soil surfactants are 
managed and used. Oftentimes, these 
products are added as spray adjuvants, 
“just because.” This creates a whole 
new set of interactions that are difficult 
to measure. For instance, does a little 
extra wetting agent in the tank aid in 
fungicide placement or compromise 
fungicide effectiveness? These are all 
good topics to discuss with your com- 
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(Left) Turf loss due to localized dry spots, or LDS. The solution is a wetting agent or soil surfactant program that allows the 
grass to recover and to keep the problem from reoccurring in the future. See next image. (Right) Complete recovery. LDS has 
not reoccurred due to adjustments in the way the turf is managed using wetting agents and soil surfactants.
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tant product by not using enough 
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solve whatever problem you may have. 
Also, the wetting agents and soil 
surfactants available today are much 
more sophisticated than the products 
used years ago. In the “good old days” 
of turfgrass management, we used to 
add a quart of wetting agents to every 
spray tank. We have come a long way 
since then. 

Wetting agent and soil surfactant 
products are used in many ways and 
for many different reasons on golf 
courses today. It is important to think 
about what you are trying to accomplish 
when applying any turf care products, 
including wetting agents and soil sur- 
factants. READ THE LABEL. If your 
questions are not answered, contact 
the company. It is a call or email worth 
making to ensure the product you are 
using is being properly applied.

FINAL THOUGHTS
Still awake? As you can see, this 
article is technical in nature. Most of us 
are not chemists. We rely on research 
results from our state universities 
along with field trials of side-by-side 
product comparisons, testimonials from 
fellow golf course superintendents who 
have used these products, and product 

information from technical representa-
tives of the companies who formulate, 
develop, produce, and sell wetting 
agents and soil surfactants. This 
information (hopefully) allows all of us 
to make informed decisions on which 
wetting agent chemistry helps solve 
the problems you have, as it pertains 
to soil water repellency, enhanced soil 
moisture retention (or not), the preven-
tion of isolated dry spots, or the treat- 
ment of dry patch and fairy ring once 
they develop. One key thing to remem-
ber is to ask your sales representative 
for research reports on field evaluations 
of the product. That third-party con-
firmatory testing is the only way to 
ensure you can count on a product  
to do what is claimed.

In summary, there are many 
different wetting agent and surfactant 
compounds and chemistries available. 
Hopefully, by knowing some of the 
strengths and weaknesses of the 
various commercially available 
products, the right choice can be made 
by you, the consumer, on which 
product to purchase and use.

DISCLAIMER
All the information contained in this 
article comes from the best possible 
knowledge available at the time of 
writing. We apologize if a product was 

not mentioned, if a product is mis-
categorized, or if a product is no longer 
available. At least the superintendent 
will know which question to ask the 
next time a representative tries to sell 
a wetting agent or surfactant. You can 
ask, “Is it a straight or reverse block 
co-polymer? A modified methyl 
capped co-polymer? An APE or a 
POE? By the way, are your wetting 
agents anionic or cationic?”
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